The 6ft Track: This classic walk goes from Katoomba to Jenolan Caves via a historic horse route. The walk travels mainly along well-maintained service tracks & explores Nellie’s Glen, Megalong Valley, Cox’s River, Black Range & Jenolan. There are well established campsites along the way.

Location: Blue Mountains National Park

Date: Monday 22nd September - Wednesday 24th September

Departs: Bankstown Campus 7am & Revesby Train Station 7:15am

Walk: This walk is graded as Hard, is 45km’s long over 3 days & is for EXPERINCED bushwalkers only! Classified as Hard (4), long sections of steps with frequent obstacles, suitable for people who walk regularly with a backpack and are used to camping. Walkers with heart or breathing difficulties should not attempt this track.

Cost: $10.00

Includes:
- Return Bus Travel
- Free "Out & About" Trip T-shirt & drink bottle
- Snacks for 3 days (to be carried by each individual walker)

What to Bring:
- Warm/wet weather clothing, change of clothes, all food required for 3 days (including breakfast), sleeping mat & bag, tent, change of shoes, good walking boots, walking poles (optional but recommended), cooking equipment & utensils, camera, sun protection, plenty of drinking water. Once registered for this hike, more comprehensive information will be provided. All walkers must be self sufficient.

Booking: Please book at; theuniversitystore.com.au (please note there will be NO refunds unless the trip is cancelled)

Contact: For further information please contact Jo at j.quinn@uws.edu.au or 0414 185 167

PLEASE NOTE: THIS WALK IS A PRE-REQUISITE FOR ANYONE INTERESTED IN DOING THE TASMANIAN OVERLAND TRACK